
Unit:mm

Model:798141RB/798199RB
Description:1.7m Free Standing Bathtub

PRODUCTS INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

INSTALLATION DIMENSIONA
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1. Dimensions:1700X760X680mm
2. Material: Acrylic
3. Full water volume is: 170L
    (up to overflow outlet)



Adjustable Wrench Marking Gauge and Pencil Tape Measure Neutral Mildew Resistant 
Silicone Sealant

Level Safety Glasses

1.In order to avoid quality dispute,please kindly check product before installation. Or We should not be liable for any quality issue raised 

    after installation. 

2.Please read the instruction carefully before beginning to install. 

3.Please follow steps in the instruction to install this product or may result in costly mistake. We shall not be responsible for any loss from that

    mistake.     

4. Professional help is required for installation of this product.

Inspection 

(1) Before starting installation, check and ensure bathtub, are free of leaks that may occur during delivery.

(2) Check and ensure bathtub surface is free of hit and damage.

Attention points at Installation 
(1) To facilitate maintenance and clean, we recommend to install bathtub on finished floor with ceramic tile or terrace with ground tile.

(2) To facilitate install and maintenance bathtub’s key parts like drainage system,  DON’T wall up bathtub with cement or tiles.  

(3)  DON’T remove bathtub protecting film during installation.

(4)  DON’T take bathtub out of package for installation until wall and floor preparation finished. 

(5) NO bulbs and open fires are allowed to place in bathtub during installation.

(6) NO stuff like sand, cement or other sundries are allowed to place in bathtub as that would likely  damage bathtub surface.

(7) NO solvent like paint or glue are allowed to contact with bathtub.

2. The hot water supply shall reach to 70% of the maximum volume of the bathtub or above.

3. Please carefully refer to the bathtub size and actual positions of the wate pump in the installation dimension diagram and compare them with the 
    actual bathtub to determine the accurate installation dimensions.

4. Check the installation dimensions and bathroom dimensions and ensure there is sufficient space to install the bathtub.

5. Make sure that the floor for installing the bathtub is at a level.

1. The floor under the bottom of the bathtub must be able to support the weight of 1000 kg or above.

6. Installation of the drainers:Install the drainers to the bathtub according to the installation instructions of the drainers. The figure below is the 

HELPFUL TOOLSB
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INSTALLATION INFORMATIOND
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 installation illustration recommended by our company specificlly for the Drainer .



9. Before installation,please refer to the installation diagram.Lay water pipes on the floor,position the power outlet and hot/cold water inlet pipes.Please 
    ask a professional plumber to complete the actual construction.

7. Installation of drain pipes:Install the drain pipes to the bathtub according to the installation instructions of the drain pipes .The figure below is the 
    installation illustration recommended by our company for the Drain Pipe .
     

8. Switch off the water drainage,pour water into the bathtub,and then check whether there is water leakage.Make sure that the overflow adapter is 
    leak-proof.

10. There are two kinds of drainage:drainage through the wall and drainage through the floor. If the drainage through the wall is used,the height of the
      drainer pipes must be lower than that of the internal drain outlet of the bathtub. The height is generally recommended to be 50 mm. If the drainage
      through the floor is used, the height of the drain outlet is recommended to be 180 mm above from the drain outlet. (Drainage through the floor is 
      recommended.) 

Drainage through the floor
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3.Connect supply lines and drainage lines with bathtub,using silicone sealant or other soft sealants to seal the joints between the bath rim 
   edges and deck.

2. Adjust leveling feet to keep top rims at horizon, and ensure all feet firmly seat on floor at same time.

   1.Before installation, please construct water pipes under ground.   (Drainage outlet should be 30mm protruding from finised floor)  

INSTALLATION STEPE
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（2） If scratch is deep, use 2000#  abrasive paper to remove scratch at first, and then use same method as (1) to resume glossy surface.

（1） If scratch is slight, spray metal polish or car polish on scratch at first,and then use electric polishing machine to resume glossy
 surface.  

Suggestion to remove scratch:

7. NO bulbs and open fires are allowed to place in bathtub lest bathtub surface is damaged. 

6. Do not place flaming cigarette on bath or it would burn bathtub surface.

5. Do not allow paint, paint remover like chloroform or any strong organic solvent like acetone in contact with any bath surfaces,or bathtub
    surface would be softened, melted or crackle.  

4. No hard stuff or abrasive stuff like cleaning powder are allowed to clean bathtub, as that would corrode, scratch and dull bathtub surface. 

3. Please use soft cloth with neutral cleaner or soap to clean bathtub, and then wipe its surface to dry. 

2. Suggest to clean bathtub frequently if using in high hard water area,where high calcium content in water would leave yellow spot after dirt 
attaching on bathtub surface.

1.  Suggest to clean bathtub immediately after drainage complete, as soap, body fat and dirt are easy to be removed at the time before
     bathtub dry.  

The products installation instruction is written in accordance with the latest product information, 
following the sustainable development strategy of the Company, to improve continually the produce's 
specification, performance etc.,subject to change without notice. (The Company reserves the right to 
interpret) 
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